How I made over £504 in a month with this simple 4-step
technique (Not Matched Betting!!)

Over the past few months, I have been making steady winnings: £453, £407 and £504. The craziest thing
is, it has been so simple to do.

To sum up how I have managed to do this into bullet points:

1) I followed professional tipsters and checked out what profits they were averaging each month
2) I looked at what odds they were using and the longest losing streaks they had whilst doing so
3) I set my stakes based on the odds and losing streaks
4) I backed the tips that I liked most from the tipsters with the best records

Here's a bit more detail:

1) I researched different websites that had tipsters that made money on a consistent basis. I like
www.kingfootballtips.com the most, as it offers a list of different tipsters that make consistent profits
each month. I followed the Mixed Tipster along with some other tips that I liked the look of from the
other tipsters.

2) The Mixed Tipster averaged odds from 4/5 to 8/5 (1.8 to 2.6) and the longest losing streak was three
losses.

3) Based on those stats, I set my stakes. The overall bankroll that I was willing to use was £250 (if you
have less or more to play with, you can adjust the stakes accordingly).

4) I then started by staking £15 on each tip. Based on an average odd of 1/1 (2.0 or 'Evens'), if there
were two losses in a row, I would then raise the stake to recoup the amount I spent on the last two
losses; £15 + £15 = £30. If that tip failed, I would double the stake to recoup that loss £15 + £15 + £30 =
£60. If that tip failed, I would double the stake again; £15 + £15 + £30 + £60 = £120. If that tips lost, it
would mark four losses in a row, something that has yet to happen. However, I would still have enough
in my bankroll to double up for the next tip; £15 + £15 + £30 + £60 + £120 = £240 (just under my
bankroll limit). This would mark the fifth bet after four losses, the chances of another loss here is very
low. In fact, three losses in a row has only occurred once! As such, this strategy should see any losses
recouped due to the odds used.

To round up:

This strategy isn't risk-proof and some people are against recouping losses in this way. I did take a risk in
that potentially a losing streak could have gone over four losses (a 67% increase in losing streak; from
three losses in a row to five losses in a row) and wiped my bank (i.e. five losses in a row would've meant
that the sixth bet would have surpassed my £250 bankroll). The fact is that people are making profits
from these tipsters by staking the same amount each bet, without strategising to recoup losses. As such,
I took that calculated risk to turn more money over faster.

The odds were in my favour, as I prepared to not only match the highest losing streak, but to budget
beyond that. Also, you could strategise for more potential losses (e.g. six losses in a row) by using
smaller stakes or having a greater bankroll to utilise. Now that I have followed these tips for a while, my
bank has grown much greater and I can afford an even longer losing streak to recoup any losses if this
were to happen. Next month I am raising my stakes to £25 a bet. Roll on more winnings!

For further information on the tipsters that I used, check out this page: King Football Tips

